
Research Engineer / Post-Doc position:

POSITION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT OF IMAGE PROCESSING AND
DATA MANAGEMENT TOOLS FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH IN MRI FOR

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

Starting date: September 2021

Research teams:  Empenn Team / Neurinfo Platform, IRISA Rennes (http://www.irisa.fr/)

Associate Supervisors: anne.kerbrat@chu-rennes.fr, benoit.combes@inria.fr, elise.bannier@inria.fr

Keywords: Neuroimaging, MRI processing.

Description:

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is the most frequently acquired neurological disease affecting
young adults (1/1000 habitants in France) and leading to impairment. The Empenn
research team at IRISA (UMR CNRS 6074) is leading a variety of methodological,
technological and clinical projects to better understand and monitor this disease. In
particular, Empenn is leading three clinical studies (namely MSTracts, MapMS, and
Emisep) whose main objectives are to better understand the anatomical substrate of motor
disability in MS patients using systematic high resolution MRI exploration of tissue lesion
location and severity. These studies are conducted in collaboration with national and
international partners. They rely on the joint analysis of complex brain and spinal cord MRI
acquisitions of MS patients and need dedicated work for :

- the modification of dedicated image processing and machine learning tools.
Such tools include automated lesion segmentation algorithms, registration algorithms,
diffusion tensor (DTI) and magnetization transfer (MTI) image processing algorithms (e.g.
anima anima.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ or the sct spinalcordtoolbox.com/en/latest/),

- the development, assessment and deployment of robust workflows that
successively run the different algorithms to process all the acquired images and extract the
relevant values from them (Figure 2).

- the development of tools to ease the visual and qualitative inspection of the
original data and results,

- the comprehensive and sustainable management of the raw and processed
data and acquisitions.

We are seeking a computer-science engineer or a young researcher with
engineering experience and motivation to work in the field of neuroimaging and clinical
studies that will be in charge of these four aspects. The selected candidate will collaborate
with the other engineers, researchers and clinicians of the team involved in MS research
and image processing. Depending on the participant's background and wishes, he/she
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also will be involved in data visualization and analysis. Finally, he/she will collaborate on
the publication of the results.

Figure 1: Assessing corticospinal tracts and lesions. Left: axial T2* cervical spinal
cord images (0.7x0.7x3mm3 0.3mm gap) showing a lesion (pink patch) and left
and right corticospinal tracts as given from registration to the MNI-Poly-AMU atlas
(red and green patches). Right: coronal slice emphasising a lesion (white patch)
as well as left and right corticospinal tracts (blue and purple fibers) starting from
motor cortex (red and green patches) and passing through a set of region
(horizontal green and red lines) as given from tractography of brain DTI images.

Research environment

The selected candidate will be affiliated to the Empenn U1228 unit. The Empenn
research group is jointly affiliated with Inria, Inserm (National Institute of Health and
Scientific Research), CNRS (INS2I institute), and University of Rennes I. It is a team of
IRISA/UMR CNRS 6074. Empenn is based in Rennes, at both the medical and science
campuses. The team targets the detection and development of imaging biomarkers for
brain diseases and focuses its efforts on translating this research to clinics and clinical
neurosciences at large. The Empenn group operates the Neurinfo imaging facility in the
context of a partnership with the University Hospital of Rennes, Inria, the CNRS, and the
Cancer Research Center.

Skills and applicant profile

The ideal applicant should have a strong background in computational sciences as well as
in image, signal or data processing. A very good practice in programming (C++ and/or
Python) is required. The position is open for a period of 24 months (with possible renewal)
with a range of gross salary starting from 2560 euros per month, according to experience.
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Application package

Applicants should send their complete application package by email. It will include:
● Motivation letter
● Complete CV
● Recommendation letter (optional)

Incomplete applications will not be processed.
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